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In the present projet, we developed and tested a new model-based text-to-speeh (TTS) system,
integrating the Harmoni plus Noise Model (HNM) into the Hidden Markov Model-based Speeh
Synthesis System (HTS). This integration leads to a TTS system that requires smaller development
time and ost, in omparison with the usual state-of-the-art TTS systems typially based on automati
seletion and synthesis of subword units (e.g., diphones), while also produing a better quality speeh
output (ompared to HTS alone). This quality enhanement is ahieved by replaing the soure lter
modeling approah typially used in HTS with the HNM model, whih is known for being able to
synthesize natural sounding speeh under various prosodi modiations.
The basi idea behind HNM is to model speeh as being omposed of harmoni and noise parts.
Voied frames omprise a harmoni part and a noise part, separated by the time-varying maximum
voied frequeny, whereas unvoied frames are only omposed of a noise part. The HNM algorithm
onsists in two steps: (1) the HNM analysis, i.e. the omputation of the HNM parameters of every
aousti unit of the training database, and (2) the HNM synthesis, i.e. the speeh waveform synthesis
from the HNM parameters.
The HTS system omprises a training and a synthesis part. The training part onsists in om-
puting the parameters modeling the database and in training ontext-dependent HMMs. During the
synthesis part, given the target prosodi and phoneti labels orresponding to the text to synthesize,
the adequate ontext-dependent HMMs are onatenated to build a omposite HMM. The most likely
parameters are then estimated and used to synthesize speeh waveform using a lter-based approah.
In the TTS system developed in this work, the utterane database is modeled by HNM parame-
ters, whih onstitutes the rst modiation of the HTS system. These parameters and their dynami
features are used to train ontext-dependent HMMs, like in HTS. A omposite HMM is then on-
struted and the HMM parameters are generated by maximum likelihood estimation. Finally, the
speeh waveform is obtained by HNM synthesis, whih is the seond modiation of the HTS sys-
tem. This onstitutes the general desription of the TTS system used in this work, whih has been
implemented in three dierent ways: (1) The HNM parameters are extrated at a xed rate from the
training database; they inlude the linear preditive epstral oeients (LPCC) and the fundamental
frequeny; (2) The same parameters are extrated pith-synhronously; (3) The extration is again
pith-synhronous, but maximum voied frequeny is also modeled. In onlusion, a slightly better
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In our soiety, where speed and eieny are key qualities, a human omputer interation
via speeh is of great pertinene. Suh an interation involves speeh reognition and speeh
synthesis. The rst one onsists in extrating the message information in a speeh signal so
as to ontrol the ations of a mahine in response to spoken ommands, whereas the seond
one is the proess of reating a syntheti replia of a speeh signal so as to transmit a message
from a mahine to a person, with the purpose of onveying the information in the message
[Rabiner94℄.
Speeh reognition and speeh synthesis have been used in numerous appliations for
several years, and new appliations are appearing every year, with the improvement of the
reognition rate and the quality of synthesized speeh. Appliations exist:
• To help the disabled: automati reading of eletroni and paper douments with an
artiial voie;
• In multimedia: interative games, eduational softwares (foreign languages learning,
reading learning, et.), interation with PDAs, poket PCs, where the very small key-
board is time-onsuming to use, information retrieval from an arhive of BBC news
broadasts;
• In teleommuniation: heking of one's emails or faxes with the telephone, listening
to the synthesized speeh orresponding to SMSs, voie aess to databases (prie list,
ultural events, weather report, et.).
1
1.1.1 Aims
In speeh synthesis, whih is the eld of this work, the aim is to obtain a synthesized
speeh not only easily understandable, but also indistinguishable from that produed by a
human, in other words, to reate a system that equals the human performane. Thus, the
two qualities required by a speeh synthesis system are intelligibility and naturalness.
Most urrent text-to-speeh systems are able to ahieve aeptable levels of intelligibility.
Naturalness is obtained if the waveform synthesis part of the TTS systems is able to render
speeh under various prosodi, phoneti, emotional and even semanti ontexts. This is
the basi idea behind ontinuous speeh database-driven tehniques, mainly unit seletion.
While providing more natural waveform synthesis, database-driven synthesis tehniques have
several drawbaks, mainly the requirement of a very large database, and the unability to
produe unseen ontexts. These disadvantages may be overome with an alternative to the
database-driven tehnique, whih is the model-based speeh synthesis tehnique, mainly the
Hidden Markov Model-based speeh synthesis system. Currently speeh synthesized with
HMM synthesis is not of high quality beause the speeh waveform is generated with a lter-
based approah. A better quality ould be obtained by replaing this lter-based approah by
the Harmoni Plus Noise Model, whih is known for being able to synthesize natural sounding
speeh under various prosodi modiations
1
.
In onlusion, this thesis aims at improving the quality of the speeh synthesized by a
Hidden Markov Model-based approah.
1.1.2 Sope of researh
Within the six months of this thesis the goals had to be prioritized. There remains several
avenues of researh to investigate, whih are detailed in setion 6.2. This work is based on
the following assumptions:
• Statistial models have been trained using a database spoken by a Sottish English
male speaker. It is expeted that a HMM-based synthesis using training data inluding
several speakers, from both genders, would lead to equal results in terms of speeh
waveform quality.
• HMM training has been performed by using two kinds of feature vetor. They omprise
the linear preditive epstral oeients and their the delta and delta-delta oeients,
the fundamental frequeny and its dynami features, and, only in one of the two feature
vetors, the maximum voied frequeny and its dynami features. Synthesis in this work
1
See below for more details.
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is based on the assumption of zero phase. Harmoni amplitudes are derived from the
linear predition oeients. The quality of the synthesized speeh waveform may be
improved by using other kind of features. There may be better solution to model the
harmoni phases. Harmoni amplitudes may be parameterized in a dierent way.
• The researh in this thesis is limited to the integration of the Harmoni plus Noise Model
into the Hidden Markov Model-based Speeh Synthesis System, given:
 The parameters provided by the HNM analysis module developed by D. Van-
dromme [Van Dromme05℄;
 The phoneti and prosodi targets generated by The Festival Speeh Synthesis
System, whih is an open soure speeh synthesis software [Blak99℄;
 The speeh waveform synthesis arried out by the HNM synthesis module written
by D. Vandromme [Van Dromme05℄.
1.2 Thesis organization
This report is onerned with text-to-speeh synthesis, and more preisely with the in-
tegration of the Harmoni plus Noise Model (HNM) into the Hidden Markov Model-based
Speeh Synthesis System (HTS). It is then organized as follows:
Chapter 2 realls briey the general struture of a text-to-speeh system. It explains
rst the natural language proessing and desribes then the main approahes to generate
the speeh waveform, namely rule-based synthesis, diphone based synthesis, unit seletion
synthesis and model-based synthesis. Unit seletion synthesis is the state-of-the-art synthesis
tehnique. It is ompared from several points of view with the model-based synthesis, whih is
the tehnique used in this work. This hapter ends with a more detailed desription of linear
predition tehniques, time domain-methods and hybrid harmoni/stohasti approahes, as
well as a omparison between these tehniques.
Chapter 3 desribes the Hidden Markov Model-based Speeh Synthesis System (HTS),
whih is the only publi implementation of model-based synthesis. First setion desribes the
training part of the system. It details the features that are used in HTS to model speeh, as
well as their output distribution. It explains then the interest of using tree-based lustering
tehniques. Seond setion desribes the synthesis part of HTS. Finally third setion details
the maximum likelihood estimation of parameters from HMMs.
Chapter 4 desribes the Harmoni plus Noise Model. It omprises two setions, whih
detail the HNM analysis and synthesis, i.e. the omputation of the HNM parameters of
3
every aousti unit of the utterane database and the speeh waveform synthesis using these
parameters.
Finally, hapter 5 details the integration of the HNM model into the HTS system. First
setion is devoted to the training part of the system. Three syntheses have been performed,
making dierent dierent design hoies, whih are desribed in this setion. Then some
explanations are given about the funtion of all the software tools used for training ontext-
dependent HMMs. Seond setion onerns the synthesis part of the system. It explains the
operations that must be performed on the parameters generated by the omposite HMM to
meet the requirements of the HNM synthesis module. This hapter ends with a omparison
of the speeh waveform qualityof the three syntheses that have been performed.
Appendix A provides information about the open soure softwares used in this work.




Text-to-speeh synthesis refers to the automated generation of speeh from any text, by
mapping the sequene of haraters of this text into another sequene of numbers representing
the samples of the synthesized speeh [Dines03, Dutoit02, Stylianou96℄. This is ahieved in
two steps, as represented on Figure 2.1: the natural language proessing, and the digital signal
proessing, whih is in other words the speeh waveform generation.
2.1 Natural language proessing
The natural language proessing takes raw text as input and outputs a symboli linguisti
representation. This leads to three major tasks:
• The pre-proessing of the input text inludes four phases: the detetion of the end of
sentenes, the onversion of numbers, the expansion of abbreviations and aronyms into
full text, the assignment of part-of-speeh to every word, and the isolation of phrases
to derive the intonation. These tasks are not straightforward; a TTS system must deal
Figure 2.1: A text-to-speeh synthesizer, soure [Dutoit02℄
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with several linguisti ambiguities. For example, the dots don't neessarily indiate the
end of a sentene; the pronuniation of a number depends on its ontext: if 1325 is part
of an address (1325 Main St.) it should be read as "thirteen twenty-ve", and, if it is
the last four digits of a soial seurity number, its pronuniation beomes "one three
two ve"; abbreviations an be ambiguous, suh as "St." in "St. John St.", et. The
resulting data are sent to the next unit, that is, the phonetization.
• The phonetization establishes the phoneti transription of the input sentenes. The
system must deal with words that are pronouned dierently based on ontext ("The
louds" and "The army"), with heterophoni homographs ("Everyday, he reords the
weather reords."), with phoneti liaisons (In Frenh, liaisons an be ompulsory: "très
utile", forbidden: "plat exquis", or optional: "deux à deux".), with assimilation, with
proper nouns, et.
Two approahes exist to perform the phonetization. The simplest one is based on
a large ditionary ontaining all the words of a language and their pronuniation; it
is then possible to replae eah word by its phoneti transription in the ditionary.
The other approah relies on rules that derive the pronuniation of words from their
spelling. In omparison to the rule-based approah, the ditionary-based tehnique
requires more memory spae, is more aurate (doesn't need to deal with irregular
spellings or pronuniations) but is far less eient if it is given a new word, i.e. a word
whih is not in its ditionary.
• The generation of prosody determines the sequene of prosodi harateristis, stored
in the form of quantitative values. Prosody refers to intonation, rhythm, and voal stress
in speeh; the prosodi features of a unit of speeh (like a syllable, a word, a phrase
or a lause) are the fundamental frequeny (pith), the duration and information the
intensity. The prosodi harateristis of an utterane bring it additional meaning,
not only related to emotion and naturalness, but also to intelligibility, as prosody is
inuened by syntax and semantis, eg. in Frenh, "On se quitte demain ?" ompared
to "On se quitte demain !".
2.2 Speeh waveform generation
The seond step of text-to-speeh synthesis is the speeh waveform generation. It uses the
above symboli linguisti representation, that is the phoneti transription and the prosodi
information, to produe the synthesized speeh waveform. Several tehnologies have been
developed to synthesize speeh waveforms. They fall into two ategories: rule-based synthesis
and database-driven synthesis. The rule-based synthesis was invented in 1964. Despite a
6
Database-driven synthesis
Rule-based synthesis Conatenative synthesis Model-based synthesis
(1964) Diphone based synthesis Unit seletion synthesis (1999)
(1977) (1997)
Figure 2.2: An overview of the speeh waveform synthesis tehniques
Figure 2.3: Coartiulation in the ase of the phone [w℄, soure [Odell95℄
fairly average synthesized speeh quality, rule-based synthesizers are still sold today. A better
quality is obtained with the seond approah, whih an be also ategorized into onatenative
synthesis and model-based synthesis, whih appeared in 1999. A last distintion an be made
in onatenative synthesis between diphone based (1977) and unit seletion based synthesis
(1997). Table 2.2 gives an overview of all the existing approahes to the speeh waveform
generation. These approahes are detailed in the following setions.
2.2.1 Rule-based synthesis
The rule-based synthesis, also alled "formant
1
synthesis", doesn't use any human speeh
samples but relies on rules written by linguists to generate the parameters that will permit
the synthesis of speeh, and to deal with the transition from one phoneme to another, that is,
the oartiulation
2
To write these rules, linguists have studied spetrograms and derived the
1
The formants are the peaks in the frequeny spetrum.
2
The oartiulation is the modiation in the pronuniation of a sound beause of its phoneti ontext,
due to physiologial onstraints [Dutoit02℄. Indeed speeh is produed by physial artiulators, whih annot
reat suddenly; atually they move ontinually and slowly from the position required to artiulate the previous
phone towards the position required for the next phone, via the position needed for the urrent phone [Odell95℄.
This means, for example, that the frequeny spetrum of two [w℄ will be dierent if they're preeded and/or
followed by dierent sounds. This is illustrated by the Figure 2.3, that represents the spetrogram of the
sentene "We were away with William in Sea World."
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rules of the evolution of formants. However we do not yet know the optimal rules to do this
[Klatt87℄. Moreover, the speeh waveform is naturally produed in suh a omplex proess
that, urrently, rules an only model the main features of the speeh waveform.
Therefore, the synthesized speeh has an artiial, roboti sound, and the goal of natu-
ralness is not reahed. However, the rule-based synthesized speeh is very intelligible, even at
high speeds, whih is quite useful for the visually impaired for quikly navigating omputers
using a sreen reader. Moreover, when memory and proessing osts are limited, suh as
in embedded systems, these synthesizers are more interesting than database-driven systems
beause they don't have a database of speeh samples.
The rule-based synthesis approah has been implemented in MITalk [Allen87, Allen79℄, in
Klattalk [Klatt82℄, in DECTalk [Klatt90℄.
2.2.2 Database-driven synthesis
Database-driven synthesis tehniques are based on a labeled database of utteranes
3
, from
whih aousti units are extrated. Then, the units are either onatenated in the ase of
onatenative synthesis or they are used to train statistial models in the ase of model-based
synthesis. This is desribed below.
In database-driven synthesis, oartiulation is no longer desribed by rules beause it is
embedded in the aousti units, whih are diphones
4
, triphones, et. The hoie of the size of
the unit is an open issue dependent on the overage of the synthesis database. Let's ompare
diphones and triphones. The number of diphones being smaller than that of triphones, the
required speeh orpus to enable a diphone based speeh synthesis is smaller. But the synthesis
of an utterane requires more onatenations in the ase of diphones, whih obviously damages
the quality of synthesized speeh. Therefore the size of the unit is a trade-o between the
database size and the number of joins between onatenated units.
Conatenative synthesis
Conatenative synthesis onsists of two main steps: 1) The inventory is built, by extrating
aousti units from the utterane database; 2) Aording to the text to synthesize, the required
units are seleted and onatenated.
It is unlikely that the target and reorded prosodies are the same, as the ontext of the
3
The utteranes an be either nonsense words, like in Festival, or atual words/sentenes.
4
A diphone is a pair of adjaent phones; more preisely it groups the seond half of the rst phone and the
rst half of the seond phone.
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target and reorded aousti units are dierent. The desired prosody is then obtained by
signal proessing tehniques. Finally the units' boundaries must be smoothed. These last
two steps degrade the quality of the units. Examples of systems implementing onatenative
synthesis are: Festival [Blak99℄, CHATR [Campbell96℄, Next-Gen [Beutnagel99℄, RealSpeak
[Coorman00℄.
Conatenative synthesis is ategorized into diphone based synthesis and unit seletion
synthesis aording to the size of the units' database, whih is muh larger in the ase of unit
seletion synthesis. These two approahes are desribed in the following setions.
Diphone based synthesis In diphone based synthesis, it is assumed that the oartiula-
tory eet is limited, that a phoneme is only inuened by the last one. Consequently the
units' database inludes only one prosodially neutral instane of every diphone in the lan-
guage. The number of diphones in a language is reasonable (English omprises around 1600
diphones). Therefore the database is rather small (about 3 minutes of speeh, or 5Mb). The
seletion of the diphones to onatenate is quite simple: after the phonetization proess, we
have a sequene of phonemes, whih orresponds to a single sequene of diphones. Finally
prosodi modiations smoothing of the units boundaries are performed using one of the fol-
lowing tehniques : LPC [Makhoul75℄, PSOLA [Hamon89, Charpentier86℄, RELP [Hunt89℄,
MBROLA [Dutoit93℄ and HNM [Stylianou96, Stylianou01, Stylianou98℄. Details on these
tehniques are given in setions 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5.
Unit seletion synthesis In the ase of automati unit seletion, the oartiulatory inu-
ene isn't limited to the last phoneme. The database is muh larger (1-10 hours, or 150Mb-
1500Mb) and omprises several ourrenes of eah aousti unit, aptured under various
ontexts (like its neighboring phonemes of ourse, but also its pith, its duration, its position
in the syllable, et.). As a result, the sequene of phonemes to synthesize leads to a lattie of
aousti units, in whih the best path must be found. For eah phoneme, a unit is seleted so
that it not only best orresponds to the expeted ontexts (prosody, phonetis, et.) but also
minimizes the spetral and prosodi disontinuities. In other words, the best path, seleted
with the Viterbi algorithm, is the path that minimizes the sum of a "target" and "onate-
nation" ost. Consequently, automati unit seletion requires muh less modiation of the
speeh units, whih leads to an overall quality of the synthesized speeh muh more natural
than with diphone based synthesis.
Apart from this naturalness, unit seletion tehniques have several disadvantages:
• They rely on a very large database, whih implies, on the one hand, onsiderable de-
velopment time and ost to ollet and label the data, and on the other hand, large
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memory resoure requirements to store the data.
• Inorret labeling and ourrene of unseen target ontexts lead to fragments of synthe-
sized speeh of extremely poor quality. This phenomenon of unseen ontexts may well
never be fully overome with onatenative synthesis as [Mobius01℄ suggest that rare
events will always our in language.
Great interest is therefore taken in the researh related to model-based synthesis, whih
overome these drawbaks.
Model-based synthesis
The model-based synthesis is an hybrid between rule-based and database-driven teh-
niques. The speeh database is desribed by a parametri model. The parameters (eg. the
frequeny spetrum, the pith, the duration, et.) are summarized by a set of statistial mod-
els, that is the Hidden Markov Models, that apture the signiant patterns of the speeh
units. Finally, speeh waveforms are generated by the HMMs based on a maximum likelihood
riterion.
The Hidden Markov Model-Based Speeh Synthesis System (HTS), whih is the only publi
implementation of model-based synthesis, is desribed in hapter 3. Model-based synthesis
has also been implemented by Mirosoft in Whistler (Whisper Highly Intelligent Stohasti
TaLkER) [Huang96℄, and by IBM [Donovan98, Donovan01℄.
In omparison with unit seletion synthesis, model-based synthesis has the following ad-
vantages and drawbaks [Dines03, Tokuda02-2℄:
• The automati learning of model parameters, with a relatively small quantity of training
data, redues the storage requirements, and allows to develop a new voie in muh less
time.
• As far as the waveform quality is onerned, it must be reognized that model-based
synthesis has a quality of "vooded speeh". However the use of HMMs and the introdu-
tion of dynami features avoid the disontinuities observed in onatenative synthesis.
Moreover, while waveform quality in unit seletion synthesis an severely derease in
ase of unseen target ontexts and onsequent bad unit seletion, model-based synthesis
provides means of generalization for unseen ontexts, thanks to the deision-tree-based
ontext lustering tehnique. This results in intelligible speeh under numerous ontexts.
• Model-based synthesis allows easy modiation of the voie harateristis by using
a speaker adaptation/interpolation tehnique, while unit seletion synthesis generates
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speeh whose style annot be dierent from the style of the database, as the idea behind
unit seletion synthesis is to redue as muh as possible signal proessing on the seleted
units.
In onlusion, model-based and unit seletion syntheses have both advantages and disad-
vantages, as summarized in table 2.4.
Unit seletion synthesis Model-based synthesis
Development time/ost to reate a new voie Signiant Small
Memory resoure requirements High Small
Waveform quality High Vooded speeh (buzzy)
Presene of disontinuities Possible Less probable
Management of unseen target ontexts Bad Good
Synthesis style Fixed Can be modied
Figure 2.4: Comparison of unit seletion and model-based syntheses
The appliations of statistial modeling go beyond speeh synthesis; they omprise speeh
oding, speaker transformation and speaker imposture in speaker veriation/identiation.
2.3 Linear predition synthesis
The onept behind linear preditive oding is that a sample of speeh is approximately
equal to a linear ombination of past speeh samples [Boite00, Dines03, Dutoit02, Quatieri01℄.










must be alulated so as to minimize the variane of the residual signal, that is, the dierene
between the speeh samples and the samples predited by the AR lter. This minimization
is performed by solving the Yule-Walker equations:
p∑
j=1
ajφx(i− j) = −φx(i) (i = 1, . . . , p) (2.3)
where:
• p, the predition order, orresponds to the number of resonanes reated by the lter
from 0 to the sampling frequeny;
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Figure 2.5: Model of the human speeh prodution system, soure [Dutoit02℄
• aj are the LPC oeients, the rst oeient being given: a0 = 1;
• φx(i) is the autoorrelation funtion of the signal x;
If this system of p linear equations with p unknowns is expressed in matrix form, a Toeplitz
matrix is obtained, whih enables the use of the Levinson or Shur algorithm, and therefore
a redution of the omplexity from O(p3) to O(p2).
If the residual signal is applied to the AR lter, the original speeh signal is reovered.
This orresponds to a residual exited linear predition (RELP) synthesis.
The LPC synthesis is atually based on a simplied modeling of the human speeh pro-
dution system, where the exitation and the voal trat are modeled separately. LPC pre-
supposes that the exitation an be ategorized in two types: voied parts are produed by
a periodi train of Dira pulses that models the periodi glottal opening/losure; unvoied
parts are generated by a white noise that models the turbulent airow through the onstrited
glottis. The substitution of the residual signal for one of these exitations obviously degrades
the quality of the synthesized speeh. The exitation, either the train of pulses or the white
noise, is then applied to a series of lters modeling the voal trat, that is, suessively, the
glottis (G(z)), the oral and nasal avity (V (z)), and the lips (R(z)), as represented on Figure
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Figure 2.6: Overlapping and windowing of the short term speeh signals, soure [Dutoit02℄











Therefore, in the ase of voied speeh, the number p of poles of the AR lter inludes 2 poles
for shaping the glottal waveform, and two poles per formant, that is, approximately, two poles
per kilohertz of bandpass. For instane, a sampling frequeny of 16kHz leads to a predition
order of 18.
The speeh signal is not stationary otherwise it wouldn't arry any information, but the
signal proessing tehniques used for LPC oding require signal stationarity. Therefore the
speeh signal is divided into overlapping frames and the short term signals are assumed to
be stationary. The hoie of frame size and frame shift inuenes the omputational ost (a
smaller frame shift leads to a larger number of frames to proess) and the auray of extrated
features (depending on whether speeh segments are stationary or not, it is desirable to use
larger or smaller frame sizes to arry out optimal feature extration). In this work the frame
size is of 30ms, and the frame shift, of 10ms, as represented on Figure 2.6. It is worth
mentioning that there also exists variable frame rate and frame shift in the ase of pith
synhronous frame analysis, whih will be used in hapter 5.
The obtained segments of speeh are then pre-emphasized and windowed, as illustrated
in Figure 2.7. Pre-emphasis onsists in ompensating for the spetral tilt aused by the lips
during speeh prodution, by using a lter whih boosts the higher frequenies of the speeh
signal:
H ′(z) = 1− az−1 (0.95 ≤ a ≤ 0.98, typially) (2.6)
The purpose of windowing is to dampen the eet of the Gibbs Phenomenon [Ifeahor96℄ so as
to avoid ringing during spetral analysis. Windowing is performed by multiplying the window
oeients by the speeh frame in the time domain. In this work, this work makes use of a
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Figure 2.7: Pre-emphasis and windowing of a speeh frame, soure [Dines03℄
Hamming window, dened by:





(0 ≤ n L) (2.7)
where the length of the analysis window is L samples.
Figure 2.8 summarizes the LPC synthesis: the exitation, either a train of pulses in the
ase of voied frames or a white noise in the ase of unvoied frames, is input to the AR
lter modeling the voal trat. The parametri modeling then makes it easy to perform
prosodi modiations. The pith period, being the distane between onseutive impulses of
the periodi train, an be set to any target value, T . To keep the same signal power, the gain,
σ0, must then be replaed by: σ = σ0
√
T0
T . The length of a frame is modied by adding or
removing frames. Thanks to parametri modeling again, smoothing of spetral disontinuities
at segment joins an be arried out by linear interpolation. Finally, the frames are overlapped
and added to obtain the synthesized speeh signal.
Figure 2.8: A LPC synthesizer, soure [Dutoit02℄
The main drawbak of autoregressive models is their poor segmental quality
5
. Experiene
shows that this quality annot be improved by inreasing the model order, the sampling fre-
5
Segmental quality refers to the quality of waveform synthesis.
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Figure 2.9: Drawbaks of the autoregressive model, soure [Dutoit02℄
queny or the refresh rate of the LPC parameters. First, separate modeling of soure and lter
an degrade the quality of synthesized speeh if soure and/or lter omponents are modi-
ed independently. Then the exitation, whih is either voied or unvoied, annot properly
model mixed sounds (like [v℄), i.e. sounds that omprise voied and unvoied omponents as
the voal ords vibrate, but don't ompletely lose. A mixed exitation, as in hybrid syn-
thesis, ould therefore improve the quality. Finally, the nasal sounds (like [m℄ or [n℄), whose
spetrum inludes antiformants around 1000Hz, are badly modeled, beause the lter doesn't
possess any zeros. These last two drawbaks are illustrated on Figure 2.9.
2.4 Time-domain algorithms
The ommon idea behind time-domain algorithms is that the speeh waveform is modied
in the temporal domain without using any parametri model. In other words, prosodi mod-
iations are performed diretly on the speeh signal [Boite00, Dines03, Dutoit93, Dutoit02℄.
Several time-domain synthesis tehniques exist, suh as Time-Domain Pith-Synhronous-
Overlap-Add (TD-PSOLA), Multi-Band-Overlap-Add (MBROLA), Linear-Pith-Synhronous-
Overlap-Add (LP-PSOLA).
TD-PSOLA synthesis was developed by Frane Teleom in the beginning of the nineties.
Its fundamental onept is that, if x(n) is perfetly periodi from −∞ to +∞, it is possible to
get a pith-shifted version s(n) of x(n) by summing windowed frames si(n), extrated pith-
synhronously from the original signal x(n). The adequate loalization of the pith marks at
the point of glottal losure is essential to implement a PSOLA based synthesis. The pith
modiation is performed by hanging the time-shift between suessive windowed frames
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Figure 2.10: Pith modiation with TD-PSOLA: signals are represented in the left olumn,
and the orresponding spetra in the right one; the spetral envelopes of the modied signal
(bottom right graph) and of the original one (top right graph) are the same, but don't share
the same fundamental frequeny, soure [Dutoit02℄
from the original period T0 to the target one T :




si(n− i(T − T0)) (2.9)
This is represented on the three left graphs of Figure 2.10.
It an be proved that, while having dierent fundamental frequenies (T0 for the original
signal and T for the modied one), the modied signal and the original one share the same
spetral envelope, if the window w(n) is hosen appropriately. From a pratial point of view,
we use a Hanning or a triangular window, whose length is twie the pith period of the signal.
In addition to pith shifting, duration warping an be performed by removing or repeating
windowed frames and amplitude modiation an be arried out by saling the windowing
funtion.
Segmental quality of TD-PSOLA synthesis is very good when performed inside a quasi-
stationary segment, if the pith and/or duration modiation is not exessive. Indeed this
quasi-stationary segment approximates the perfetly periodi signal used above. However
segmental quality deteriorates when segments extrated from dierent words are onatenated:
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Figure 2.11: Phase (left), pith (entre) and spetral envelope (right) disontinuities in TD-
PSOLA synthesis in the ase of the vowel [a℄ sampled at 16kHz; top graphs represent the last
frames of the rst segment to be onatenated, enter ones, the rst frames of the seond
segment, and bottom ones, the result after OLA, soure [Dutoit93℄
phase, pith and spetral envelope disontinuities arise, as represented on Figure 2.11. Phase
disontinuities our when the onatenated frames are not entered on the same relative
positions within the period. Pith disontinuities are observed when the onatenated frames
have not been pronouned with the same pith. Spetral envelope disontinuities are due to
oartiulation, whose inuene on the right and left segments is dierent, as they've been
extrated from dierent phoneti ontexts.
Alternative time-domain synthesis tehniques have been developed to ounter these draw-
baks, suh as LP-PSOLA and MBROLA. LP-PSOLA onsists in the assoiation of TD-
PSOLA and LPC modeling, whih enables spetral smoothing in the parametri domain and
oers good database ompression thanks to the use of a parametri modeling. The basi idea
behind MBROLA is to resynthesize the voied segments of the database so as to meet the
three following features: a onstant pith for all the segments, a onstant position of the frame
within the period for all the segments and the possibility to arry out spetral interpolation
between onatenated frames easily.
More generally, ompared to linear predition synthesis tehniques, time-domain algo-
rithms don't enable spetral smoothing and permit only limited ompression of the stored unit
inventory. However, as no parametri modeling is used, most modeling errors are avoided.
Moreover, reonstrution of the speeh from raw speeh segments leads to a small omputa-
tional ost.
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2.5 Hybrid harmoni/stohasti synthesis
The hybrid harmoni/stohasti models transfer the V/UV deisions from frames to fre-
queny bands or even replae these bipolar deisions by frequeny dependent V/UV ratios
[Dutoit93℄, whih enables a better modeling of mixed sounds. This hybrid approah was imple-
mented notably in the Multi-Band-Exited (MBE) model [Grin87℄, in the hybrid approah
of Abrantes et al.[Abrantes91℄, in the Harmoni plus Noise Model [Stylianou96, Stylianou01,
Stylianou98℄ and in the algorithm of d'Alessandro et al. [d'Alessandro98℄. This setion ex-
plains the key onepts of the Harmoni plus Noise Model. The HNM analysis and synthesis
proesses are detailed in setion 4.
The Harmoni plus Noise Model represents the speeh signal as being omposed of har-
moni parts and stohasti parts, respetively modeled by sums of time-varying harmonis
and modulated noises. Voied frames omprise a harmoni part and a noise part and unvoied
frames only onsists of a noise part.
Figure 2.12a shows the waveform of a voied speeh segment, sampled at 16000Hz. On
graph (b), whih represents its amplitude spetrum, peaks at multiples of a fundamental fre-
queny an be observed from 0 to 5000Hz, and the frequeny range from 5000Hz to half the
sampling frequeny is dominated by noise. The lower band of the spetrum is the harmoni
part hV (t) and the higher one, the noise part nV (t); the transition frequeny between these
two parts is alled the maximum voied frequeny, FM (t), whih is a time-varying parame-
ter. Graphs () and (d) respetively represent the waveforms orresponding to the frequeny
intervals 0-5000Hz and 5000-8000Hz. Comparing the low-pass and high-pass signals, it an
be observed that noise bursts of the high-pass signal are synhronized with the pith period.
This important property will inuene the modeling of the noise part.







• ak(t) and φk(t) are the amplitude and phase at time t of the kth harmoni;
• K(t) is the time-varying number of harmonis.
As far as the noise part is onerned, its frequeny ontent is modeled by ltering a white
Gaussian noise u(t) by a time-varying, normalized all-pole lter h(t) and its time-domain
struture (the synhronization of the noise bursts with the pith period) is represented by
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Figure 2.12: (a) Original speeh signal (b) the magnitude spetrum of the speeh signal
(sampling frequeny 16000Hz () the time-domain signal orresponding to frequeny range 0-







Modeling of exitation and voal trat Separate No modeling at all Unied
Prosodi modiations Easy Limited Easy
Smoothing of disontinuities at
segment joins Easy Limited Easy
Bit rate (speeh oding) Low High Low
Computation load (omplexity) Low Low High
Figure 2.13: Drawbaks and advantages of dierent speeh waveform synthesis tehniques
a
Antiformants and mixed sounds badly modeled
multiplying the ltered noise by a pieewise linear energy envelope funtion e(t):
nV (t) = e(t)[h(t) ∗ u(t)] (2.11)
The synhronization must be properly performed otherwise two distint sounds are pereived.
Finally, the voied speeh signal sV (t) is assumed to be the superposition of the harmoni
part and the noise part: sV (t) = hV (t) + nV (t).
Unvoied segments sNV (t) are only omposed of a noise part nNV (t), without any spei
time-domain struture:
sNV (t) = nNV (t) = h(t) ∗ u(t) (2.12)
The HNM analysis and synthesis are detailed in hapter 4.
Table 2.13 summarizes the harateristis of the three waveform synthesis tehniques de-
sribed, namely LPC, TD-PSOLA, and HNM.
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Chapter 3
The Hidden Markov Model-Based
Speeh Synthesis System
Synthesis in HTS omprises two main steps [Dines03, Narayanan04, Tokuda02-1, Yoshimura99,
Yoshimura01℄: 1) The training of the HMMs that model the parameters extrated from the
utterane database, taking into aount ontextual fators; 2) The onstrution of the om-
posite HMM orresponding to the text to synthesize, and the estimation of the most likely
parameters, from whih the desired text is generated. Training and synthesis are respetively
desribed in setion 3.1 and 3.2. Setion 3.3 details the maximum likelihood estimation of
parameters. Details on HMM modeling are provided in the appendix B.
3.1 Training
During the training part, rst, the spetrum parameters, the exitation parameters, and
the state-duration densities are extrated from an utterane database. Then, these parameters
are modeled by ontext-dependent phoneme HMMs, as shown in Figure 3.1.
More preisely, the spetrum parameters are the Mel-epstral oeients, plus the delta
and delta-delta oeients. The exitation parameters are the logarithm of the fundamen-
tal frequeny, plus its dynami features. The spetrum and exitation parameters are the
two streams of the feature vetor, represented on Figure 3.2. The state-duration densities
haraterize the temporal struture of speeh.
The output probabilities of the spetrum parameters are single Gaussian distributions.
As far as the exitation parameters are onerned, i.e. the fundamental frequeny plus its
dynami features, they an be one-dimensional, ontinuous values in the ase of voied frames,
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Figure 3.1: HMM-based speeh synthesis system
Figure 3.2: Feature vetor, soure [Yoshimura99℄
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Figure 3.3: Deision trees, soure [Yoshimura99℄
and disrete symbols, that is a zero-dimensional observation vetor, in the ase of unvoied
frames. This kind of observation sequene is modeled by an HMM-based on a multi-spae
probability distribution (MSD-HMM) [Tokuda02-1℄. In other words, the MSD-HMM an
model a sequene of observations with variable dimensionality. Conerning the state-duration
probability pq(d), whih is the probability of d onseutive observations in state q, it is is
supposed to be Gaussian, and the state durations of eah phoneme HMM are modeled by
a multivariate Gaussian distribution. The HMMs used in the system have a left-to-right
struture with no skip. Therefore, the state-duration density of a phoneme HMM has a
dimensionality equal to the number of states inluded in this phoneme HMM, with the ith
dimension of the state-duration density orresponding to the ith state of the HMM. As the
simultaneous training of the HMMs and their state-duration densities requires a very large
storage and omputation load, the system HTS estimates the state-duration densities by using
the probabilities obtained in the last iteration of embedded reestimation.
These parameters are inuened by many ontextual fators, linked with the onsidered
language. Contextual fators inlude o-artiulatory eets, phone identity fators, stress-
related fators, loational fators, et. They are extrated by a text analyzer appropriate
for the language, and the aousti variations assoiated with these fators are aptured by
using ontext-dependent HMMs. The modeling of phones aording to the ontext in whih
they our greatly improves synthesis quality. Unfortunately the ombinations of ontextual
fators inrease as a power of the number of fators. This implies two restritions; 1) the
aurate estimation of the ontext-dependent HMMs would require a huge amount of training
data; 2) it would take an unrealisti long time to reord a database inluding all ombina-
tions of ontextual fators. To irumvent these problems HTS applies a lustering algorithm
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Figure 3.4: The phoneti deision tree lustering proess, soure [Young02℄
[Dines03, Odell95℄ to the distributions of the spetrum, the fundamental frequeny and the
state durations. As the inuenes of eah of these parameters are dierent, they are lustered
independently, as represented on Figure 3.3. The idea behind lustering is that the aousti
realizations of a phone ourring in dierent ontexts may be very similar. Thus, models (or
parts of models) an be shared between these ontexts. Therefore lustering allows to esti-
mate the model parameters robustly without sariing the advantages of ontext dependent
modeling. There exists two methods of lustering: a data-driven (or bottom-up) approah,
and a tree-based (or top-down) approah.
In the data-driven approah, ontexts are initially assumed to be all dierent, then a
merging proess is applied to produe more trainable but less spei models. Therefore
this approah requires examples of eah ontext to produe initial estimates of the model
parameters used during lustering. Moreover aurate estimates require a suient number
of examples. This means that the data-driven approah annot estimate models for ontexts
that our during synthesis but only our a few times, or don't our at all in the training
data.
In the tree-based approah, ontexts are initially assumed to be all the same and grouped,
then a splitting proess is used to produe more spei and more aurate models. As
opposed to the data-driven approah, the tree-based tehnique is able to synthesize unseen
ontexts by using linguisti knowledge to determine whih ontexts in the training data are
aoustially similar to the unseen ones. As a onsequene, this approah, also alled deision
tree lustering, or Classiation and Regression Tree (CART) lustering, is the approah used
in HTS.
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Figure 3.5: Synthesis part of the system, soure [Yoshimura99℄
The deision tree is a binary tree whose eah node is assoiated with yes/no questions of
the form "Is the model's ontext a member of the set X ?" where X may represent any prosodi
(pith, part-of-speeh (POS), stress, duration, phrasing, et.) or phoneti ontext. This is
illustrated on Figure 3.4. The tree is onstruted automatially, starting from a single root
node representing all ontexts, and iteratively splitting the data by using the question that
provides the greatest modeling improvement (determined by a given ost riterion). Usually,
two riteria must be met to reate a leaf node: the modeling improvement must exeed a
given threshold and their oupany must reah a ertain level.
3.2 Synthesis
The rst step of the synthesis part is the onatenation of the ontext-dependent HMMs
orresponding to the labels sequene derived from the text to synthesize, i.e. a part of the
rst hapter of "Alie's Adventures in Wonderland", by Lewis Carroll. Seondly, the state
durations of the omposite HMM are determined in suh a way that their output probabilities
are maximized. Aording to these durations, the spetrum and exitation parameters are ob-
tained again by maximizing their output probabilities, as detailed in setion 3.3. Finally, these
parameters permit the generation of the speeh waveform by using an exitation-generation
module and a Mel Log Spetrum Approximation (MLSA) lter, as shown in Figure 3.5.
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3.3 Speeh parameter generation from an HMM
As explained above, an observation vetor is emitted by eah state aording to its prob-
ability funtion. If we onsider a ontinuous density Hidden Markov Model (CDHMM) om-
prising N states, with M mixture omponents per state and an observation vetor O =
[o′1, o
′




, the emission likelihood of the observation ot in the state Sj is [Dines03,
Gosselin00℄:








If we onsider that the observation vetor doesn't inlude any dynami features but only
stati features, that is ot = ct, then the observations that maximize p(O|λ) are the most likely
emitted observation sequene:
p(O|λ) = p(O|Q,λ)P (Q|λ) (3.1)
whereQ is the state and mixture sequene: Q = (q, i), q = {q1, q2, . . . , qT }, i = {i1, i2, . . . , iT }.
If Q is given, maximizing p(O|λ) and p(O|Q,λ) are equivalent:










log |Σqt | −
1
2
TD log 2π (3.2)
where:
• µ = [µ′q1,i1 , µ′q2,i2 , . . . , µ′qT ,iT ]′;
• Σ = diag[Σq1,i1 ,Σq2,i2 , . . . ,ΣqT ,iT ];
• T is the length of the observation vetor sequene in frames;
• D is the dimensionality of the stati feature vetors.
In equation (3.2), log p(O|Q,λ) is maximized if its derivative is equal to zero:
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Figure 3.6: Feature trajetory sequene generated from the HMM for the utterane segment




= −Σ−1c+Σ−1µ = 0 (3.3)
This shows that the maximum is obtained when c = µ, that is, in other words, the most
likely emitted observation sequene is the mean vetor sequene, independent of the ovariane
Σ.
Figure 3.6 represents the feature trajetory sequene generated from a single-mixture
HMM onstruted for the utterane segment ". . . oasionally get the . . ." and trained from
Mel-epstral features without dynami statistis. Feature transitions are sharp, whih will
lead to audible disontinuities during synthesis. This problem an be overome by inorpo-
rating the dynami features in the observation vetors [Masuko96, Plumpe98, Tokuda95-1,
Tokuda95-2, Tokuda00℄.
By inorporating dynami features, the rate of hange of feature vetors over a time











w(n)(τ)ct+τ (n = 0, 1, 2) (3.4)
setting ∆(0)ct = ct, ∆




With this new denition of feature vetors equation (3.2) beomes
log p(O|Q,λ) = (O − µ)′Σ−1(O − µ)− 1
2
log |Σ| − 3TD
2
log 2π (3.5)
= (Wc− µ)′Σ−1(Wc− µ)− 1
2











• µ and Σ are dened as in equation (3.2);
• ǫ(c) = (Wc− µ)′Σ−1(Wc− µ);
• W = [w1, w2, . . . , wT ]′;
• wt = [w(0)t , w(1)t , w(2)t ];
• w(n)t = [0M×M
1st
, . . . , 0M×M , w(n)(−L(N)) IM×M
(t−L(N))th
, . . . , w(0)IM×M
tth
,
. . . , w(n)(L(N)) IM×M
(t+L(N))th
, 0M×M , . . . , 0M×M
Tth
].
The minimization is performed by taking ∂ log p(0|Q,λ)/∂c = 0:
(W ′Σ−1W )c−W ′Σ−1µ = 0 (3.8)
This equation an also be written as:
Rc = r (3.9)
where:
R = W ′Σ−1W (3.10)
r = W ′Σ−1µ (3.11)
If this is solved diretly O(T 3M3) operations are required. [Tokuda95-1, Tokuda95-2℄ show
that there exists a fast algorithm to redue signiantly the number of operations required to
determine c.
Figure 3.7 represents the feature trajetory sequene generated from maximum likeli-
hood estimation of feature vetors inluding delta and delta-delta statistis for the HMM
orresponding to the utterane segment ". . . oasionally get the . . .". Comparison between
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show that inorporation of dynami features has greatly redued spetral
disontinuities.
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Figure 3.7: Feature trajetory sequene generated from the HMM for the utterane segment





A Harmoni plus Noise Model
The HNM algorithm omprises the HNM analysis and the HNM synthesis [Stylianou96,
Stylianou01℄. During the HNM analysis the HNM parameters of every aousti unit of the
reorded database are alulated and the original database is replaed by another database
onsisting of the alulated HNM parameters. The HNM synthesis onsists in nding in
the database the parameters orresponding to the text to synthesize, in possibly performing
prosodi modiations and in synthesizing the speeh waveform.
4.1 HNM analysis: estimation of the HNM parameters from
the utterane database
The HNM analysis onsists of the estimation of the parameters of the harmoni and noise
part. The rst parameter to be estimated is the fundamental frequeny. This is followed by
the voied/unvoied deision. In the ase of voied segments, the maximum voied frequeny
an then be determined. Note that the auray of these three estimations greatly inuenes
the quality of the syntheti speeh generated by HNM synthesis. The remaining parameters
are estimated pith-synhronously, so the analysis time instants are dened. The amplitudes
and phases of the harmonis are then alulated. Finally the parameters of the noise part are
omputed.
From a pratial point of view, Festival provides a program "pithmark" whih uses ele-
troglottograph (EGG) signal to derive pith-marks, i.e. the loations of the short-time en-
ergy peak of eah pith pulse, whih orrespond to the glottal losure instants, as repre-
sented on Figure 4.1. The pith-marks given for unvoied frames are of xed duration. The
voied/unvoied deision is also provided by Festival. Examples of values issued by Festival
are given below:
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Figure 4.1: Pith-marks of a speeh waveform




In the ase of voied frames (value '1' in the seond olumn), the fundamental frequeny fˆ0
is (2.454625− 2.446312)−1 = 120.2935Hz for the rst frame, and (2.464062− 2.454625)−1 =
105.9659Hz for the seond one.
The maximum voied frequeny, FM , is estimated every 10ms using the following algo-
rithm, rst applied to the frequeny range [ fˆ02 ,
3fˆ0
2 ]:
• Searh in the frequeny range for the largest amplitude, Am, of frequeny fc;
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• Calulate the umulative sum, Amc, of the amplitudes of all the samples situated be-
tween the minima surrounding the peak of frequeny fc, as represented on Figure 4.2;
• Searh in the frequeny range for the other peaks, of frequenies fi, and determine
Am(fi) and Amc(fi) for eah peak;
• Calulate the mean of the umulative sums, denoted by Amc(fi);, and determine the
number, L, of the harmoni nearest to fc;
• If Amc(fc)
Amc(fi)
> 2 or Am(fc)−max{Am(fi)} > 13dB then, if |fc−Lfˆ0|Lfˆ0 < 20%, the frequeny
fc is labelled 'voied'; otherwise it is labelled 'unvoied'.
This algorithm is then applied to the frequeny range [ 3ˆf02 ,
5fˆ0
2 ]. The proess is repeated
throughout the spetrum of the frame.
Generally the separation between the voied and the unvoied parts of the spetrum is not
preise. To irumvent this problem, a vetor onsisting of binary values is onstruted, with
the frequenies labeled "voied" and "unvoied" respetively represented by the values "1"
and "0". This vetor is then ltered by a three-point median smoothing lter, whih enables
the separation of the two parts. The maximum voied frequeny orresponds to the last "1"
in the vetor. Figure 4.3(a) illustrates the detetion of voied frequenies (marked by stars)
in an amplitude spetrum; Figure 4.3() shows the estimated maximum voied frequeny for
the speeh waveform represented on Figure 4.3(b).
While the maximum voied frequeny has been estimated every 10ms, other parameters
are estimated pith-synhronously. So they require the denition of the analysis time instants,









a) the pith period at instant t
i
a; for the unvoied segments, the instants are separated
by 10ms.
The next parameter to estimate is the omplex amplitude of the harmonis. This estima-
tion is based on the hypothesis that the amplitude of the harmonis, the pith period and the







FM (t) = FM (t
i
a)
for small |t− tia|.
Based on these stationary onditions, the instantaneous phase of kth harmoni φk(t) in







Figure 4.3: (a) Estimation of the maximum voied frequeny for a voied frame (b) A voied
speeh segment () Estimation of the maximum voied frequeny for the speeh segment
represented on (b), soure [Stylianou96℄
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a) is the number of harmonis and Ak(t
i
a) is the omplex amplitude
of the kth.







• s(t) is the original signal;
• hˆ(t) is the harmoni part dened in equation (4.2);
• w(t) is a weighting funtion (typially a Hamming window), used to give more weight
in the least squares proess to the data around tia;
• N is the integer losest to loal pith period T0(tia).
Equation (4.3) shows that the harmonis are estimated on frames entered around the analysis
instant tia and of length equal to M = 2N + 1, alled analysis frames.
This minimization is performed by using matrix notation. The harmoni part beomes
simply
hˆ = Bx (4.4)
where:













































The solution of this least-squares problem is nally obtained thanks to the normal equa-
tions [Lawson74℄
(BTW TWB)x = BTW TWs (4.5)
where:
• W is a diagonal matrix whose elements onstitute the weighting window, dened by


w(−N) 0 . . . 0













0 0 . . . w(N)
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The equation (4.5) an also be written as:
Rx = b (4.6)
where:














(i = 1, . . . , 2L+ 1; k = 1, . . . , 2L+ 1)
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Figure 4.4: The time-domain envelope used for the time-behavior of the noise part. The tia
and ti+1a represent two suessive analysis time-instants. Typial values for l1 and l2 are:
l1 = 0.15(t
i+1
a − tia) and l2 = 0.85(ti+1a − tia), soure [Stylianou96℄










Therefore, the equation (4.6) an be solved by fast algorithms like the algorithms of Levinson
or Shur.
The last parameters to estimate are the parameters of the noise part for voied and
unvoied frames. As explained above, an all-pole lter h(t) of order 18 is used to model the
spetral density funtion of the speeh signal. It is estimated by a linear predition analysis
(f. equation (2.3)) based on the orrelation funtion of the whole analysis frame in the ase
of voied frames, and of segments of 20ms of signal in the ase of unvoied frames. Note
that, before predition analysis, frames are pre-emphasized and windowed, as desribed in
hapter 2.3. The lter is used to lter white Gaussian noise. If the frame to synthesize is
voied, the ltered noise is nally multiplied by an energy-envelope funtion e(t), whih is
dened as a triangular-like time-domain envelope, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. This envelope
doesn't require the estimation of any other parameter.
In short, the HNM parameters to extrat from eah analysis frame are listed in table 4.5.
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For the voied frames: For the unvoied frames:
The pith and the maximum voied frequeny
The linear predition oeients and σa The linear predition oeients and σ
The amplitudes and the phases of the harmonis
a
the standard deviation of the predition error
Figure 4.5: Summary of HNM parameters
4.2 HNM synthesis: speeh synthesis from the HNM parame-
ters
In HNM synthesis, the harmoni and the noise parts are synthesized separately. Note that
the HNM parameters involved in the synthesis proess are supposed to be pith-synhronous.
This setion desribes the synthesis of the harmoni part, of the noise part, and nally of the
resulting speeh signal. The synthesis proess is summarized on Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: HNM synthesis
The synthesis of the harmoni part is performed based on the harmoni amplitudes ak,
the harmoni phases φk and the pith frequeny f0 of the adequate frame. The harmoni part






s) · cos(φk(tis) + k2πf0(tis)t) (4.13)
where:
• t = 0, 1, . . . , N , where N is the length of the synthesis frame, that is, also, the integer
losest to the pith period at instant tis (expressed in terms of samples);
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• tis are the synthesis instants, whih are pith-synhronous and equal to the analysis
instants when no prosodi modiation is performed: tis = t
i
a∀i;
• L(tis) is the number of harmonis of the ith frame.
The synthesis of the noise part starts from a unit-variane white Gaussian noise whose
length is twie the loal pith period. This noise is then ltered by the all-pole lter whose de-
nominator is dened by the linear predition oeients and whose numerator is the standard
deviation of the predition error, σ. The noise signal obtained at this point of the synthesis
has the same variane as the original signal. Finally, and only in the ase of the noise part of
voied frames, the ltered noise is multiplied by the energy-envelope funtion shown in Figure
4.4.
The synthesized speeh signal is omputing by overlapping and adding voied and unvoied
frames. Unvoied frames onsist simply of the noise part, while voied frames are obtained
by adding the noise part and the harmoni part after having ltered the noise signal by a




Integration of the Harmoni plus
Noise Model into the Hidden Markov
Model-Based Speeh Synthesis System
Figure 5.1: TTS in the HTS system (left sheme) and in this work (right sheme).
The general objetive of this thesis is to perform a Hidden Markov Model-based speeh
synthesis using a Harmoni plus Noise Model of speeh. This speeh synthesis system would
have the advantages of model-based speeh synthesis tehniques, desribed in setion 2.2.2,
and would overome the main drawbak of the baseline HMM-based speeh synthesis system,
i.e. HTS, that is the fat that the synthesized speeh sounds artiial and metalli. Indeed
this disadvantage is due to the soure lter modeling approah, and the objetive of this thesis
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is to replae this approah by the HNM synthesis, whih sounds muh more natural.
More preisely, this implies the following modiations of the HTS system: the substitution
of the Mel-epstral and pith analysis for the HNM analysis, and of the MLSA synthesis for
the HNM synthesis. Figure 5.1 illustrates the dierenes between the TTS systems used in
HTS (left sheme) and in this work (right one).
This hapter desribes the text-to-speeh system used to integrate HNM and HMM synthe-
ses, represented on Figure 5.2. Like HTS, this system inludes a training part and a synthesis
part, desribed in setion 5.1 and 5.2. Several syntheses have been arried out, making dif-
ferent design hoies, whih are explained during training desription. The qualities of the
resultant syntheses are desribed after the synthesis desription.
5.1 Training
Figure 5.2: TTS synthesis with HNM parameters and HMMs
Training is based on a labeled database of utteranes, i.e. the CMU_ARCTIC database
spoken by a Sottish English male speaker [Festvox℄, from whih HNM parameters are ex-
trated, either with the HNM analysis module [Van Dromme05℄ or with SPTK [SPTK℄. Sev-
eral design hoies are made at this level:
• Frame size and shift
HNM parameters have been extrated at a onstant rate of 5ms using SPTK and pith-
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synhronously using the HNM analyss module. Note that the pith-synhronous ex-
tration has been followed by a resampling at the rate of 5ms, as it is required to train
HMMs. This has resulted in two dierent syntheses, whih are ompared in setion 5.2;
• Type of features
 The fundamental frequeny, and the voiing deision, extrated with Festival, as
explained in setion 4.1;
 The maximum voied frequeny, extrated with the HNM analysis module, has
been handled in two ways: in the simplied ase, it has been assumed to be equal
to 0 or half the sampling frequeny (binary exitation), like in HTS; in a more
preise modeling the value alulated during the HNM analysis has been inluded
in the feature vetor used for training;
 The linear predition oeients and the standard deviation of the predition error,
σ, extrated with either SPTK or the HNM analysis module. In HTS, the spetrum
was modeled by Mel-epstral oeients, whih are widely used in speeh reog-
nition/synthesis for their ability to mimi the auditory mehanisms in humans,
that is the non-linear pereption of pith. Linear predition oeients have been
used in this work to derive the harmoni amplitudes, as explained in setion 5.2.
In pratie, linear predition oeients, a(n), are extrated from the utterane
database, they are onverted to linear preditive epstral oeients, c(n), whih




ln(σ) if n = 0;
−a(n)−∑n−1k=1 knc(k)a(n− k) if 1 ≤ n ≤ P ;
−∑n−1k=n−P knc(k)a(n− k) if n > P .
(5.1)
where P is the order of linear predition oeients;
Finally, they are possibly resampled.
• Dynami features are used, as they are known for inreasing the synthesis quality
[Dines03℄.
• Order of spetral feature analysis
The orders of linear predition and linear preditive epstral oeients are respetively
18 and 24.
One the parameters have been extrated, training of HMMs is performed with the Hidden
Markov Model ToolKit (HTK) [Young02℄, whih is a software that provides a set of library
modules and tools for building and manipulating HMMs.
Before HMM training, some other design hoies must be made, namely:
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• The struture of the observation vetors, whih an be split into S independent data
streams ost, possibly weighted by a stream weight vetor, γ:
The vetor omprises one stream of length 75 for the linear preditive epstral oeients
and the delta and delta-delta oeients, three streams of length 1 for the fundamental
frequeny and its dynami features, and, in the ase of the synthesis inluding the
modeling of the maximum voied frequeny, three more streams of length 1 for the
maximum voied frequeny and its dynami features.
• The topology of HMMs, that is, essentially, the number of states (typially, three) and
the number of mixture omponents per emitting state and per stream (in the ase of
CDHMM): HMMs onsist of 7 states, whose rst and last one are non-emitting states.
For every state, every stream, exept the stream of the LPCC oeients, is modeled
by a mixture of Gaussians having 2 omponents.
• The type of output distribution
 The pith is modeled by a multi-spae probability distribution HMM (MSD-HMM),
as explained in setion 3.1 and in [Tokuda02-1℄.
 The maximum voied frequeny may be also modeled by a MSD-HMM system, as
the maximum voied frequeny takes its value among one-dimensional ontinuous
values in the ase of voied frames, and it is not dened in the ase of unvoied
frames. Instead of the maximum voied frequeny, we ould have modeled the
number of harmonis. The maximum voied frequeny is preferred beause the
number of harmonis is orrelated with the pith value, while the maximum voied
frequeny and the pith value may be assumed independent.
As the distributions representing the pith and the maximum voied frequeny
have the same properties, these two parameters are both modeled by MSD-HMM.
 The harmoni amplitudes, the linear predition oeients and σ an have a
grouped modeling. Indeed, given the LPC oeients and σ, the LPC envelope an
be onstruted and the harmoni amplitudes an be alulated by sampling this
envelope at all the multiples of the pith inferior to the maximum voied frequeny.
This is desribed with more details in setion 5.2. The LPC oeients and σ are
modeled by a multi-Gaussian distribution (GMM).
Introdution of streams slightly modies the denition of the probability of observation















• Mjs is the number of mixture omponents in state j for stream s;
• cjsm is the weight of the mth omponent;
• N (.;µ,Σ) is a multivariate Gaussian with mean vetor µ and ovariane matrix Σ;
• γs is the weight of stream s, whose default value is one.
The HMM denition whose feature vetor inludes the maximum voied frequeny is given
below in the HTK format :
∼o <VeSize> 81 <USER> <MSDINFO> 7 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 → Observation vetors onsisting of 81 elements, split into 7 streams, whih are
all modeled by multi-spae probability distribution ('1') exept the rst one ('0')
<StreamInfo> 7 75 1 1 1 1 1 1 → 7 distint streams, the rst omprising 75 omponents, and all the other ones,
1 omponent
<BeginHMM>
<NumStates> 7 → 7 states, the rst and last being non-emitting states
<State> 2
<Stream> 1 → Stream 1 inludes the LPCC oeients, the delta and delta-delta oeients
<Mean> 75
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
<Variane> 75
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0























































0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
<Variane> 75
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0




















<TransP> 7 → Denition of the transition matrix
0.000e+0 1.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
0.000e+0 6.000e-1 4.000e-1 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
0.000e+0 0.000e+0 6.000e-1 4.000e-1 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 6.000e-1 4.000e-1 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 6.000e-1 4.000e-1 0.000e+0
0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 6.000e-1 4.000e-1
0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0 0.000e+0
<EndHMM>
The parameters of the phone HMMs must then be initialized from the utterane database
they are intended to model. The initialization an be ahieved in two dierent ways. If the
loation of the phone boundaries is known for some utteranes, these utteranes are used as
bootstrap data and the initialization is performed with the HTK tools HInit. When no labeled
training data is available, a at start is performed by the tool HCompV. So, in omparison
with HInit, HCompV has the advantage of not requiring any information onerning the phone
boundaries, but on the other hand it performs a far less preise initialization of the model
parameters.
If bootstrap data are available, every phone HMM is initialized individually, by using all
the segments of speeh orresponding to the phone HMM that is being initialized. Initializa-
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Figure 5.3: HInit operation, soure [Young02℄
tion is performed in several yles. On the rst yle, HInit realizes a uniform segmentation of
the training data, whih assoiates suessive speeh segments with suessive HMM states.
Computation of means and varianes is then possible. On the seond and suessive yles,
uniform segmentation is replaed by Viterbi alignment. HMM parameters are then estimated,
as in the rst yle. Mathematial details of the Viterbi algorithm are given in appendix B.
The whole estimation proess is reiterated until onvergene of the log likelihood of the train-
ing data, omputed after eah Viterbi alignment. This is summarized on Figure 5.3.
In the ase of a at start training, the global mean and variane of the speeh training data
is assigned to every Gaussian distribution in every phone HMM, as represented on Figure 5.4.
It is important to note that the rst yle of embedded re-estimation will be arried out by
uniformly segmenting eah training utterane.
One the HMM parameters have been initialized, they are rened using Baum-Welh
re-estimation, whih has been implemented in the tool HRest. Phone HMMs are trained
individually, by using the forward-bakward algorithm to nd the probability of being in eah
state at eah time frame and by omputing then weighted averages for the HMM parameters,
as depited on Figure 5.5. The mathematial desription of forward-bakward and Baum-
Welh algorithms is provided in appendix B.
The next step onsists in reating ontext-dependent triphone HMMs from the set of
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Figure 5.4: HCompV operation, soure [Young02℄
Figure 5.5: HRest operation, soure [Young02℄
trained monophone HMMs. This involves the tool HERest to perform embedded training.
HERest uses ontinuously spoken utteranes as training data to run a single Baum-Welh
re-estimation of the whole set of phone HMMs. More preisely, HERest starts by loading all
the HMM denitions. HERest needs a transription, that is a list of the phones for every
utterane of the database. Note that phone boundary information is not required. Therefore
this list of phones an be automatially generated from the orthographi transription of the
utteranes, by using a pronuniation ditionary. For every utterane, HERest onstruts a
omposite HMM by onatenating the phone HMMs listed in the utterane transription,
and the forward-bakward algorithm is used to aumulate the statistis of state oupation,
means, varianes, et. One all the training utteranes have been proessed, the aumulated
statistis are used to ompute re-estimates of the parameters of all of the phone HMMs. The
Baum-Welh algorithm is realled in appendix B Training of phone HMMs is summarized on
Figure 5.6.
The training part ends with the tree-based lustering of the distributions of spetrum and
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Figure 5.6: Training phone HMMs, soure [Young02℄
fundamental frequeny, using the HTK tool HHed, enrihed with funtionalities provided by
the HTS toolkit, the re-estimation of the parameters of the modied set of ontext-dependent
models, using HERest, and the lustering of the distribution of state durations.
5.2 Synthesis
As in setion 3.2, synthesis starts with the onatenation of the ontext-dependent HMMs
orresponding to the labels sequene provided by Festival, given the text to synthesize. The
state durations of the omposite HMM are then determined, and using these durations, the
HNM parameters are obtained by maximum likelihood estimation, as explained in setion 3.3.
Several operations must then be performed on these parameters to meet the requirements
of the HNM synthesis module:
1. HTS provides parameters omputed every 5ms, while the HNM synthesis programme
requires pith-synhronous parameters. So the parameters must be resampled aording
to the pith ontour.
2. Linear preditive epstral oeients, c(n), must be onverted bak to linear predition
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Filtered Gaussian white noise
Figure 5.7: Signiation of the linear predition analysis
oeients, a(n), aording to:






c(k)a(n− k) 1 ≤ n ≤ P (5.4)
where P is the order of linear predition oeients.
3. The harmoni amplitudes are omputed from the linear predition oeients and σ.
Indeed a spetral envelope an be alulated from the linear predition oeients and
the harmoni amplitudes are the values of this envelope at the multiples of the pith.
For more preise explanations, we must go bak to the original derivations of the linear
predition oeients. As explained in setion 2.3, a linear predition analysis of order
p applied to a fragment of speeh, y, provides its linear predition oeients, Ai, and
the standard deviation of the predition error, σ. These parameters permit to dene
an all-pole lter, whose numerator is σ and whose denominator is a polynomial whose






where the rst oeient is given and equal to 1: A0 = 1.
The basi idea behind linear predition analysis is that the power spetral density of
the Gaussian white noise ltered by the all-pole lter dened by equation 5.5 is a least
squares approximation of the power spetral density of the original signal, y. These two
power spetral densities are drawn on Figure 5.7.
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The power spetral density of a signal onsisting of N samples, x(n), is estimated by





• XN (φ) is the disrete time Fourier transform (DTFT) of x(n);
• φ = 2π ffs , with f representing the frequeny, and fs, the sampling frequeny.
As the DTFT of a sinusoid omprising N samples and whose amplitude is A has a
maximum of
N ·A
2 , the k
th
harmoni amplitude of the signal y an be omputed from its









(k = 1, . . . ,K) (5.7)
where:
• f0 is the fundamental frequeny of the speeh segment;
• K is the number of harmonis.
4. For the HNM synthesis the harmoni phases are assumed to be equal to zero. This
supposition has been made after having arried out an HNM analysis on several speeh
samples, replaed the harmoni phase values obtained with the analysis by zero, and
performed an HNM synthesis, based on the assumption of zero phase. Comparing
the quality of the original and synthesized speeh waveforms, this assumption an be
onsidered as being reasonable.
One these operations are performed, speeh waveform an be synthesized using the HNM
synthesis module.
As explained previously, three dierent syntheses have been arried out:
• In the rst synthesis, the HNM parameters are extrated from the utterane database
every 5ms. The extrated parameters inlude the linear predition oeients and the
fundamental frequeny. The extration is followed by the onversion from LPC oef-
ients to LPCC oeients. Then the LPCC oeients, the fundamental frequeny
and their dynami features are input to the HTS system, whih performs the training
of the ontext-dependent models and outputs the HMM parameters generated by max-
imum likelihood estimation. The HMM parameters, i.e. the LPCC oeients and the
fundamental frequeny, are then used to ompute pith-synhronous HNM parameters
(as explained above) from whih the HNM synthesis an be arried out.
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• In the seond synthesis, the same parameters are extrated pith-synhronously using
the HNM analysis module. Therefore the onversion from LPC to LPCC oeients s
followed by a resampling, as HTS requires parameters omputed every 5ms. The rest
of the synthesis proess is arried out like in the rst ase.
• In the third synthesis, the extration is also pith-synhronous but, besides the LPC
oeients and the fundamental frequeny, the HNM analysis outputs the maximum
voied frequeny. This is followed by the onversion from LPC to LPCC oeients,
the resampling, the training of ontext-dependent models and the generation of HMM
parameters, whih omprise the LPCC oeients, the fundamental frequeny and the
maximum voied frequeny. They are onverted to pith-synhronous HNM parameters
and the HNM synthesis is arried out.
Figure 5.8: Waveform and spetrogram of the sentene "I must be getting somewhere near
the enter of the earth." synthesized with the rst approah
Figures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 show the speeh waveforms and spetrograms obtained by synthesiz-
ing the sentene "I must be getting somewhere near the enter of the earth." with the three
approahes. It seems that a slightly better segmental quality is obtained in the third ase.
Future work would onsist of performing listening tests, suh as mean opinion sore (MOS)
test.
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Figure 5.9: Waveform and spetrogram of the sentene "I must be getting somewhere near
the enter of the earth." synthesized with the seond approah
Figure 5.10: Waveform and spetrogram of the sentene "I must be getting somewhere near




Conlusions and future work
6.1 Conlusion
The objetive of this thesis was the integration of the Harmoni plus Noise Model (HNM)
into the Hidden Markov Model-based speeh synthesis system (HTS), in order to improve the
speeh waveform quality provided by the HTS system. This integration has been suessful.
The text-to-speeh system developed in this thesis has the advantages of the HTS system
that is, essentially, the possibility to synthesize a new voie in a relatively small time, by using
a relatively small amount of training data, and it overomes its main drawbak, i.e. the fairly
average quality of the synthesized speeh waveform, by substituting the soure lter modeling
approah for the Harmoni plus Noise Model. The possibility of reating a new voie with
redued development time and ost is a real advantage over the state-of-the-art synthesis
tehnique, i.e. unit seletion synthesis. Moreover, as opposed to unit seletion tehniques,
model-based approahes permit to synthesize unseen target ontexts thanks to tree-based
lustering methods and allow easy modiations of the voie harateristis. The interest of
using the HNM model as a parametri modeling of speeh results from its advantages over
other tehniques. The HNM model represents speeh as being omposed of harmoni parts
and noise parts. This deomposition leads to a higher quality of speeh waveform than with
a linear predition approah, as it ensures the simultaneous onservation of low and high
frequeny energies. Moreover the HNM model represents the exitation and the voal trat
in a unied framework, as opposed to LPC.
The integration of the HNM model into the HTS system starts by extrating the HNM
parameters from the training database. Like in HTS, this is followed by the training of ontext-
dependent HMMs, the onatenation of HMMs and the estimation of the most likely HMM
parameters. The nal step onsists in onverting HMM parameters into HNM parameters
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and in synthesizing speeh waveform, using the HNM synthesis. The HNM parameters used
for synthesis have been omputed making an assumption of zero phase, whih seems to be
reasonable.
The TTS system has been implemented in three dierent ways: 1) The HMM parameters
inlude the LPCC oeients and the fundamental frequeny and they're extrated at a xed
rate; 2) The same parameters are extrated pith-synhronously; 3) The HMM parameters
inlude the LPCC oeients, the fundamental frequeny, and the maximum voied frequeny
and they're extrated pith-synhronously. In onlusion, a slightly better speeh waveform
quality seems to be obtained in the third ase.
6.2 Future work
As explained in the preeding setion, an assumption of zero phase has been made for the
modeling of the harmoni phases. However, other approahes [Ahan03, Chazan00, Shao03℄
ould be investigated. There also remain avenues of researh onerning the parametrization
of the harmoni amplitudes, whih have been derived from the linear predition oeients
in this work. I hope that these open questions will onstitute a starting point towards an
improved speeh waveform quality in the framework of model-based synthesis.
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Appendix A
Open soure software tools used in
this work
A list of open soure software tools used in this work:
• HTK Ver 3.3 A set of tools for building and manipulating Hidden Markov Models
provided by the Cambridge University Engineering Department (by permission of Mi-
rosoft). The tools enable isolated and embedded training of model parameters, deision
tree lustering and Viterbi deoding.
• HTS Ver 1.1.1 A HMM-based speeh synthesis system developed by the Nagoya In-
stitute of Tehnology.
• Festival Speeh Synthesis System Ver 2.0 A set of tools for building speeh synthe-
sis systems provided by the University of Edinburgh and Carneggie Mellon University
inluding a full TTS system.
• SPTK Ver 3.0 Speeh signal proessing toolkit from Nagoya Institute of Tehnology.
• Wavesurfer Ver 1.8.5 Tool for waveform visualization and manipulation developed




Mathematial formulation of Hidden
Markov Models
This hapter is devoted to the mathematial desription of Continuous Density Hidden
Markov Model (CDHMM). In the following developments the Hidden Markov Models are
assumed to omprise N states. These HMMs are expeted to desribe a sequene of n-
dimensional observation vetors, O = [o1, o2, . . . , oT ], ot representing the observation vetor
at time t.
A Hidden Markov Model is desribed by three sets of parameters, λ = (A,B, π):
1. Transition matrix A, whose (i, j)th element, aij , is the probability of transitioning from
state Si to state Sj , dened by
aij = P (qt+1 = Sj |qt = Si) (1 ≤ i ≤ n; 1 ≤ j ≤ n) (B.1)
2. Matrix B = {bj(ot)} ontains the set of observation likelihoods, eah representing the
probability of an observation ot being generated from a state Sj ; if the observation







• qt represents the state oupied at time t;
• M is the number of mixture omponents;
• cjm, is the weight of the mth mixture omponent of the jth state;
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• N (.;µ,Σ) is a multi-variate Gaussian with mean vetor, µ and ovariane matrix,
Σ, dened by







3. Vetor π = {πj = P (q1 = Sj |λ)}, whose ith element is the probability of the model
initially being in state qi.
There are three basi problems onerning Hidden Markov Models [Dines03, Gosselin00,
Rabiner89℄:
1. The estimation of the likelihood of an observation sequene given a model.
2. The determination of the best sequene of model states given a sequene of observations
and the parameters of a model.
3. The estimation of the model parameters that best model the observed data, also alled
the training of the model.
The algorithms used to solve these problems are detailed in the three following setions.
B.1 Computation of the likelihood of an observation sequene
given a model
The likelihood of the observation sequene O is obtained by summing, for every state
sequene Q, allowed by the model λ, the joint likelihoods of the observation and the state














= bq1(o1) · bq2(o2) . . . bqT (oT ) (B.5)
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and the probability of the state sequene, Q = [q1, q2, . . . , qT ], 1 ≤ qt ≤ N , is given by
P (Q|λ) = πq1aq1q2aq2q3 . . . aqT−1qT (B.6)




πq1bq1(o1)aq1q2bq2(o2) . . . aqT−1qT bqT (oT ) (B.7)
In pratie, this alulation is infeasible (of order 2T.NT ) even for small numbers of
observations, T , and of states, N . Nevertheless it is possible to ompute p(O|λ) reursively
by the Forward-Bakward algorithm. The forward and bakward variables are respetively
dened by equations (B.8) and (B.9) and alulated using equations (B.10) and (B.11).
αi(t) = p(o1, . . . , ot, qt = Si|λ) (B.8)
βi(t) = p(ot+1, . . . , oT |qt = Si, λ) (B.9)
Forward reursion:
1. Initialization














Similarly, for the bakward reursion:
1. Initialization












The likelihood of the observation sequene O is nally obtained by ombining equations
(B.10) and (B.11):




αi(t)βi(t) (1 ≤ t ≤ T ) (B.13)
B.2 Estimation of the optimal state sequene
The algorithm used to determine the optimal state sequene is similar to the forward
proedure. While the latter omputes the likelihood of the observation sequene along all the
possible paths, the former only alulates the likelihood along the best path, that is the state
sequene maximizing the likelihood of the observation sequene:
pˆ(O|λ) = max
all Q
πq1bq1(o1)aq1q2bq2(o2) . . . aqT−1qT bqT (oT ) (B.14)
The algorithm uses two variables:
• δt(i): the maximum likelihood sore along a single path among all the paths ending in
state Si at time t, dened by
δt(i) = max
q1,q2,...,qt−1
p(q1, q2, . . . , qt = Si, o1, o2, . . . , oT |λ) (B.15)
• ψt(i): the state with the highest likelihood at time t, dened by
ψt(i) = argmax
q1,q2,...,qt−1
p(q1, q2, . . . , qt = Si, o1, o2, . . . , oT |λ) (B.16)
and is desribed by the following equations:
1. Initialization:
δ1(i) = πibi(O1) (1 ≤ i ≤ N) (B.17a)
ψ1(i) = S0 (B.17b)





[δt(i)aij ] bj(ot+1) (2 ≤ t ≤ T ; 1 ≤ j ≤ N) (B.17)
ψt+1(j) = argmax
1≤i≤N
[δt(i)aij ] (2 ≤ t ≤ T ; 1 ≤ j ≤ N) (B.17d)
(B.17e)
3. Termination:






4. Path baktraking: the best sequene of states is given by Q∗ = {q∗1, . . . , q∗T }, where
q∗t = ψt+1(q
∗
t+1) (t = T − 1, T − 2, . . . , 1) (B.17h)
B.3 Training
This third problem onsists in nding the model parameters λ = (A,B, π) that maximize
the likelihood of the observation vetor O, dened by p(O|λ). There is no analytial solution
to nd the global maximum of the likelihood but there exists an iterative proess whih leads
to a loal maximum. The model parameters an be estimated by two tehniques, based either
on the Viterbi algorithm or the Baum-Welh algorithm, and desribed in the two following
setions.
B.3.1 Viterbi estimation
The Viterbi estimation tehnique is an iterative approah. If there is no initial parameter
estimates, the algorithm starts by uniformly segmenting the training data, that is by dividing
up the training segments equally amongst the model's N states1. The segmented data is then
used to estimate the parameters of eah state's output distribution, bj(.). A seond segmen-
tation is performed by using the Viterbi algorithm and the the parameters are re-estimated.
The last two steps of segmentation and re-estimation are repeated until onvergene. The
Viterbi estimation tehnique is desribed by equations (B.18):
1. Initialisation
[q1, . . . , qT/N = S1], [q1+T/N , . . . , q2·T/N = S2], . . . , [q1+[N−1]T/N , . . . , qN ·T/N = SN ]
1





















• µˆ and Σˆ are estimates of the model parameters µ and Σ;
• ψjm is 1 if ot is assoiated with the mixture omponent m of state j of the model














δT (i) ≤ τ (B.18e)
where τ is some predetermined onvergene value.
The transition probabilities are alulated from the Viterbi segmentation of the nal iter-





where Aij is the total number of transitions from state i to state j.
B.3.2 Baum-Welh Estimation
The Viterbi estimation tehnique makes use of the variable ψ to dene whih state eah
training vetor is assoiated with. However there are no hard boundaries between phones in
real speeh. In this ontext, the Baum-Welh estimation tehnique is onsidered to be better
than the Viterbi tehnique beause it takes a soft deision, by replaing the variable ψ by
a variable L whih represents the probability of an observation vetor being assoiated with
any Gaussian mixture omponent. The Baum-Welh tehnique has other advantages over the
Viterbi tehniques: the estimation of the model parameters is more robust as the parameters
of eah state are estimated using all of the available training data; moreover, in opposition
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to the Viterbi tehnique, the Baum-Welh tehnique enables the embedded training of model
parameters, desribed in setion 5.1.
Before applying the Baum-Welh algorithm, the model parameters must be initialized. As
desribed in setion 5.1, these initial estimates an be omputed in two ways. If bootstrap
data is available, the estimation is performed in two steps: 1) The training data is uniformly
segmented and the model parameters are omputed; 2) The training data is segmented again,
but using the Viterbi algorithm, and the model parameters are re-estimated; these last two
steps are repeated until onvergene. The other approah for initialization onsists of a at
start training, in whih ase the global mean and variane of the speeh training data is
assigned to every Gaussian distribution in every phone HMM.
The Baum-Welh algorithm makes use of two variables, pij(t) and γi(t), whose denition
uses the forward and bakward likelihoods:
pij(t) = p(qt = Si, qt+1 = Sj |O, λ)
=












and the parameters of the new model λˆ = (Aˆ, Bˆ, πˆ) are omputed by using the following
65
equations:
πˆi = E{q1 = i|λ}
= γi(1) (B.22a)
aˆij =
E{qt = i, qt+1 = j|O, λ}






µˆjm = E{ot|qt = j, kt = m}
=
∑T
t=1 p(qt = j, kt = m|O, λ)ot∑T
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